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of the area including the Hawash bridge. It would take
a month to replace it by the corvee system if it were damaged
by bombardment: the substitute would be to the south of
the present bridge.
I sent this information off from Harrar two days later.
The operator obligingly translated it into Amharic and the
receiver in Addis translated it back into French. Anglicised
by Rohrbaugh, the American missionary who was acting
for The Times, it might have caused a war if it had been
published. It would certainly have shaken the committees
at Geneva. It began : " The tangled wreckage of the
Hawash bridge, blow up and then down again by Italian
aeroplanes . . ."
Rohrbaugh thought he had better confirm that.
Like nearly all the French, the engineer disliked the
Ethiopians intensely. Hatred of Ethiopia was the obverse
of that coin on whose other side were impressed the two
heads of Laval and Mussolini, Rome Janvier 1935. For
the engineer, the Ethiopians had " tris mauvaise mentalite"
They did not prevent the Danakil from cutting the com-
pany's telephone wire or putting stones on the rails for fun.
The engineer attributed nearly every tropical check to the
mauvaise mentaliti of the Ethiopian governing class, who
needed to be civilised and put in their place. He used the
phrase four times.
It was because of the predatory habits of the Danakil
that the railway company had to instal cheaper wire. The
government telephone on the other side of the railway line
lay for long unhappy stretches on the ground. " But,"
said the engineer, " it's better than ours because it's
copper. If the Danakils cut the Government's wire the
Government take all their cattle away. But they don't do
that for us—never ! They just delay for months on end.
We present a huge bill for damages every year, but do you
think they ever pay it ? " he asked.
" No," said I, " their mentaliteis too mauvaise."*
South of Miesso, in the Arussi country, are numerous
* Actually all damages of this kind were paid annually by the Govern-
ment at the time of the annual settlement of accounts, that is, by way of
deduction from the amount due from the company to the Government as
dividends on ^the Governments shares and as the Government's con-
tractual participation in the profits of the company.

